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LAST WORD

TURNING IDEAS INTO GROWTH
By DAVID BLAIR
davidblair@chinadialy.com.cn

R

obert C. Merton’s career
demonstrates how scientif
ic research can transform
the real world.
The work he did, along with col
leagues Myron Scholes and Fischer
Black, in the early 1970s on how to cal
culate the value of options and other
derivatives was immediately useful to
banks, traders, investors and other
financial practitioners. Before this
work, many useful financial products
could not be made available because
no one knew how to determine the
costs or risks. Now his work is the
foundation of a trilliondollar indus
try.
“With the options model, we
became wellknown right after writ
ing the models down. Scholes and I
took it to Wall Street before it was even
published. In two years, it went from
being a pure idea to being used by
everybody in the markets,” he says in
an interview with China Daily.
“Texas Instruments created a spe
cial hand calculator for the people on
the floor of the Chicago Board Options
Exchange because they didn’t have
computers at that time and weren’t
allowed to have telephones. They
couldn’t do it in their head. There was
no way they could do this trading
without our equations.
“Scholes called TI and asked for a
royalty. They said no, it’s in the public
domain. We knew that, we put it in the
public domain. He asked if we could at
least get a free calculator and they said
no,” Merton recalls.
“Financial innovation has been
enormously valuable, and we’ve made
great progress around the world,” he
emphasized in a recent speech to the
Belt and Road EMBA Program for
Southeast Asia at the People’s Bank of
China School of Finance at Tsinghua
University.
“A wellfunctioning financial sys
tem, one that allows risk manage
ment, raising funds and so forth, is a
mechanism by which scientific or
technological ideas get turned into
growth. It’s not magic. Implementa
tion is a huge part of innovation.
Those who tell you the real economy
and the financial system are separate
— that’s a fiction,” he said in the
speech.
Merton, a longtime professor at
Harvard and MIT and winner of the
1997 Nobel Prize in Economics, sees
his role as that of an engineer looking
for solutions.
By financial innovation, he means
creating new types of tools and finan
cial contracts that allow people to
eliminate unnecessary risk or to be
more efficient and productive.
For example, the main historical
problem for banks is that their fund
ing, mostly deposits, is shortterm but
their loans are longterm with fixed
interest rates. If interest rates rise, the
bank could be in trouble. Merton
explains that socalled interest rate
swaps, in which the bank swaps its
fixedrate assets with a counterparty
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that has floating rate assets, solved
this problem that had plagued banks
since they were first created.
Insurance, which is a financial
product, allows people to be prepared
for catastrophic events without hav
ing to set aside a huge portion of their
wealth as a safety net.
“High savings rates more often
reflect a poor financial system than a
culture of saving for the future. If you
have a wellfunctioning financial sys
tem, you don’t have to save personally
for that one chance that your house
burns or some bad thing happens,” he
tells China Daily.
However, not all financial innova
tions are good. “I can’t dream of a way
for bitcoin to succeed,” he says.
Merton says that he does not want
to give specific advice to China or oth
er countries. But he does want to talk
about things that are strategic and
especially wants people to understand
the benefits of financial innovation.
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For example, in his speech to the
Belt and Road EMBA students, Mer
ton made a plea for them to consider
the role of finance as an integral part
of the Belt and Road Initiative.
“When you are thinking about the
Belt and Road overall, infrastructure,
roads and transportation are impor
tant. But don’t forget the financial sys
tem. It may look intangible, but it’s
very real. A wellfunctioning financial
system is central for global economic
development. If you are going to really
integrate economies along the path of
the Belt and Road, you need an inte
grated financial system. You don’t
have to have one currency or one
financial system. One currency is not
usually a good idea. But, the financial
systems should work together,” he
said.
“The places along the road that
don’t have good financial systems are
going to be logjams. If a country does
not have it’s own financial system, it
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can’t really develop growth opportu
nities. It’s not good enough to say we’ll
provide financing from outside,” he
said.
Merton refuses to give advice or
answer questions outside his speciali
zation.
Immediately after finding out that
he had won a Nobel Prize, he received
advice from Paul Samuelson, who was
a very famous economist and one of
the earliest winners of the Nobel for
economics.
“Samuelson, who was my mentor,
took me aside and said that the Nobel
Prize is not for the renaissance man of
economics, it is for a very specific
thing. Now, they will think you not
only know everything about econom
ics, they will think you know every
thing. They will ask you medical
questions,” Merton recalls.
In his speech at the PBC School of
Finance, Merton presented his
research on the costs to Chinese inves

tors of not being able to invest world
wide. A central tenet of finance
science is that the optimal tradeoff
between risk and return for an inves
tor is an index of all the assets in the
world. Using data from 1993 to 2015,
he calculates that the expected return
to a Chinaonly portfolio would be
three percentage points less than that
of a world portfolio.
That may not sound like much, but
over 24 years, roughly a generation, a
pension fund would lose out on half its
potential value by not investing world
wide. That’s a huge problem for an
aging society, he said.
Not wanting to present a problem
without suggesting a solution, Merton
proposed a financial product that he
calls a “total return swap”.
He proposed that China’s pension
funds sign contracts with large insti
tutional investors such as the sover
eign wealth funds of Norway or
Singapore. The contract would say
that, each year, the Chinese funds pay
the outsiders the total returns from
their investments in the Chinese stock
markets. The outsiders pay the Chi
nese funds the gains from the world
index fund. No actual stocks change
hands and capital controls can remain
in place.
This illustrates how financial inno
vation can solve a problem. Chinese
pension funds increase their expected
returns by diversifying their risks
worldwide. International investors, in
exchange, get more access to the
returns of the Chinese markets. Such a
winwin
solution
significantly
increases the real wealth and reduces
the risks of all parties, he says.
Merton says that in fall 2012 he
made a commitment to himself to
“return, and return, and return,” to
Asia. Last year, he spent more than 15
weeks in the region.
Explaining that Asian governments
are looking seriously for solutions,
Merton says: “I don’t mind going to
Europe as a vacation, but going there
as a policy adviser is a nightmare.
They don’t even like academics. The
US has been doing it for a long time
and is a little better.
“China has to be open,” he adds.
“You cannot do Belt and Road and
stay a closed economy. You cannot be a
world leader and have a reserve cur
rency if there are capital controls.”
“China’s middle class is approach
ing the same size as the entire popula
tion of the United States. They will
need far different financial services.
When you get things done is when
there is need for such change.”
He says that China’s need for new
financial services, and its commit
ment to the Belt and Road, gives it a
chance to leapfrog even the best prac
tices of the past to build an innovative
new financial system.

